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INTRODU~ION
POTENYIAL CHANGES in the central nervous systim with a time course too
slow h be investigated by conventional capacity-coupled amplifiers may
play a signticant role in brain function. These so-called D.C. or slow
potential changes can be recorded only with stable non-polarimble el=trodes
and di~ect-coupled amplfiem. It has been suggested that slow changes play
an im~rtant role in neurond function (2, 7), cotiical activation (1, 4, 19)
and sensory discrimination (14). Whether these theories prove to be true or
fab, the D.C. chang- are interesting in their own right.
Although the number of repoti dealing with D.C. potentiah in the
central nervous system is rapidly increasing, only a few investigators so far
have dealt with cortical potential changes incident to stimulation with sound
or fight. Caton’s report of 1887 (5) was the earliest paper dealing with these
questions, and although a few papers (mentioned in 1) appeared during the
intervening 60 years, the pertinent literature begins with an abstract by
Libet and Kahn (18) who recorded between the cerebral cortex and the
periosteum in the cat and found baseline shifti following stimtiation of the
somesthetic and auditory systems. A particularly interesting series of papers
has bn published by Kohler and his coUeagues (13-17). They have recorded
D.C. shifts in response to the introduction of an object in the visual field
from the visual cortex of cat and monkey (16) and from the scalp of man (13,
14). They ako report simdar responses to various sounds from the auditory
cortex of the cat (15) and from the scalp of man (17). Recently Arduini et at.
(1) described sustained negative shifts (referred to the eye socket) from the
auditory cortex of curarimd cats when a loud whistle was sounded.
The purpose of this report is to describe changes in D.C. activity in the
auditory CO*X -of the cat incident to stimtiation with sounds; and to set
forth the conditions under which such responses can be reliably obtained.

Experimen@ were earned out in 30 cats weighing between 2.5 kg. and 3.5 kg. “rhe
~stem consiatid of a Grass Model 5 polygraph equipped with Grass 5P1 D.C.
preamplifiers.The preamplifierswere chopper-stabilizedat 120 c./aec.and had an input
impedanceof over 300 Kf~. The overall frequency responseof the systam (including pene)
-— .——
1Present addrew: EEG Branch, National Institute of Neurological Disem
and
Blindne~Y,Bethesda 14, Md.
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waa down 10’%at 10 c./aec.and 38% at 40 c./P. with a riaa time of 20 maec. &VmSS$.).
kkman
No. HO calomei half celb ~re. fwnd to he aatiafactory non-pobrkable ebtrodea if pairalinked witha low ~iatance connectionwerestoredwith the ti@ immersed
in eaturati KC1 solution. The electrodes were connected to the preparation by a salt
aa a
bridge of 6~. NaCl in 1Y. agar-a@. polyethylene tubing waa filled with this +xtura
warm aotutioti.Upon cooling a gelformedand thesalt bridgeecould be stored f#r weeksin
a refrigerator. PE-80 or PE-W tubing wee matomarily employed; thus the co~act points ~
had a diameter well under 1 mm. The impedance of such an electrode with a 4 inch salt
brid e waa approximately 15 Kfz.
%hecompleta recording syatim with theekctrode-salt bridge pairashort~in normal
saline had a noimlevel of 5 ~V., drift of laaathen 10XV. per minute,and an intir-electrode
po~ntial differenceof 50-250 uV. Although for convenient we will speak of “active” and
“referenm” electrodes,neither the preparation nor tbe amplifier wera groundti. The cat
waa within a shielded room.
Sigti
from an audio oacillatir, white noiaagenerator or puke generator (for 1 m.
attenuator. The Jou-ker
wee
clicks), were fed. in’to a loudspeaker via a ~itited
the cat’s head. Intensity waa usually about 80 db [nbove 0.W2
at w ~Vel of the ex~~al auditory meatue M* a ee~rwl ~dti
uti in *he ti?~
**
W a Iti-~ mg.lk~: d~ $’ +n~”in.
by ~rcoxtiw~tw
-d
={ntip~,,%,$p
W.lkg.
+ mh ~~ibxtivb~t.:
Iri*b,mW
~
,Wtmti
*e-’@
th~%tieu~+nti
*
a @#aneatW
mm at the end of tbe .~ration. A ‘hcktomy
waa @@.
A+
to:the ~dle
ectoaylvhn gyrua wee obtained by tre~bining a hole A in~ in diameter,tikh waa tapped
fir just over ona *m with a ?-24Mttoming tap foraahortenedao ee not to in~re the dura
or underlying brain. A nylon or lucite ~~ 0.54.76 inch Iong, with matching;thraad,wee
screwed into the defect and the muscle and akin brought Mpand ,ckead sro~d the pkg.
~
dura wee Ieft intact.
The Iaat five anim* wem prepared in two atepa. They were amtbettiad with 8S
mg./kg. of pentubarbital i.p., the plug put in the skull and an intravenous ~athetir left
in place. No tracheotomywas performed. On the first or eecond peat-operatiw~tiay, when
the animals were walking and behaving normally, they were eedati with d small dw
(%5 reg./kg.) of thiopental via the catheter and mainti~nedon 1-2 mg. of tMopental iv.
every few minutes in order to reduce movement. AIthough more elaboratei;;th chronic
preparation was found more convenient since the level of aneatheaia wee ‘more edy
controlled. A very light stage of anaatheaiaand a warm, moist cortex were.found to be
ential
for succamin the experiments.fie plug used to cloeethe skull defmt was drilled
lengthwiaawith hoi- just large enough to admit the polyethylenetubing ealt brid eeand a
therrniatorprobe by means of which the temperature of the dura was monitored.%ith the
ealt bridgesplaced on the dura, the aourceaof instability were numerous. However, for the
ehort period of tima when sounds were made (10 sac. or leee) drifte were not troubkeome.
It abould be noted that we have not been concerned with the large (1–20 mV.) resting
and injury potentialswh}ch were balanced out (8), but with the much smaller changesin
ptential differenceawociated with auditory stimulation.
RESULTS

Changes in D.C. potential associated with auditory stimdation were
recorded from 20 of the 30 cats. The possibility that th~ potintid changes
might have been artifacts due to movement or anesthesia was considered.
Changes associated with movement were easily distinguished from the
changes related to auditory stimdation. Moreover, the D,C. response to
sound was also present in an animal prepared under thiopental and maintained on tubocurarine and Iocd anesthesia. The second possibility-that
these D.C. changes may in some obscure way be related to thiopental anes-
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theai+me
*ely
in view of the fact that D.C, changee in reaponee to
sound were ~
eficited in an ed*4 preparation.
ti
dMerenh temwrat~j
~ti
and awntaneoua electri~

ith the ative bode
on & dura o~~
~. a~e
ectoeylvian
the respo~ to’k continuous sound (i~l, O* titi’b ‘duation of 1-10
see.) ~, k the form of a aurfa~negative change h D.C. pteti
which ap
p+
j-t fomgb
evok~ reepo~, mncornitentiy with &@arizam
tion gnd accebration of the cortid rhythm deecribed by Bremer (3). The
chan~ in D.C. level was surface-negative with the reference electrode on the
fron~d penceteum, the cut edge of the skin of the neck or on the dura overlying non-auditory cortex. Hereafter this surface-negative change in D.C.
level W, for brevity, be called a dift. Such shifts have Mn elicited witi
whik noise, tones with a frequency of from 100 c./sec. to 9,000 c./sec. and 1
-.
clicks repeated 5-1000 times/see. In these experimen@ frequency was
vari~d over a range of 100-9000 c. /sec. and cticb over a range of 1-1000
clic+/sec. in a search for maximum response. In addition it was noted that
dmwt any sound audible to the experimenter might produce a shift; e.g., a
whistle, speech, the barely audible sound of a telephone in an”adjoining room.
~hree common forms of the response are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.
Ty#cWy the initial positive wave of the classic evoked response was seen,
fo~?wed by an abrupt surface-negative shift. The amptitude of the negative
shif} remained fairly constant untd the end of the continuous sound of 2–8
sec:}~wation. At the end of the sound the pen fe~ promptly to the basehe,
of~ with an overshoot forming a short positive wave. The re@arization
and:acceleration of the cortical rhythm appeared with the shift and ceased
with the end of the shift (Fig. 1A, B). Mean latency of onset for 47 such
sh~ was 110 msec.; mean peak latency, measured from the onset of auditory
stimdation to the point at which maximum amplitude was reached, was 174
masc. and mean amplitude was 106 ~V. No relation was found between
htincy and type of stimdus. The range for a given value of a given stimdus
wm quite wide+ften
nearly as wide as the range for au ty~ of stimdi.
A common variation of form of response was on8 in which the shift aposared ~rom~tly and rose abru~tlv but returned to the baseline before the
~~nd of ~he st~m-dus (Fig. lC, D). ‘Mter the D.C. level had returned to the
! baselinethe re~arization and acceleration of the EEG ordinarily continued
~mtti the end of the sound. However, on occasion this too wodd disappear
} (cf. 3, p. 73). Early decay to the baseline was the de with longer periods of
, stinndation, becoming more common with sounds lasting over 5 sec. ~ngth
to be the only. factor, however. , since earlv
i of stirndation did not appear
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on dura overlying middle ectoayIvkn gy-,
tire. Upward deflectionindicab dura negative with rm
to white noise. B: differentcat, shift in reapow to tone
A, filft in reapn= ti w~l~ no~ mtu~i% @ -Ill
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change
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.
of 4~ c./aec.c 1
- “.”
end of ~mmtlon.

turn to the baseline was often seen with periods of stirndation lasting ordy
2 or 3 sec. (Fig. lD). Early return to the basetie W* aho more c~mon
when the preparation was in poor condition. A 1- common variati~ was
one in which the shift took place gradudy, or after an unusual delay (Fig.
2A). Mthough the latency might be abnormauy long, what was strik~ hers
was the absence of an abrupt rise. OccasionaUy such a shit wodd ap~ar to
be overcoming a prolonged initird positivity; a few tithe positivi~ persisted so long as to lead to the impression of a diphasic response. On rpre occasions a shift was seen which lastid 1–10 sec. after the end of the stimdus
(Fig. 3). Such a respowas USUWYseen under conditions associated with
a slower spontaneow EEG.
Effectiw click mptition mti for skift. In any one animal there was found
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FIG. 2. Responses from audito~ ama in response to audito~ stimulation. Same conditions as Fig. 1. A: lack of abrupt ~ee of shift in response to tone of 700 c. /sec. B: D.C.
change not revealed by R-C coupled amplifier recording simultaneously with A from same
electrodes (time constant 0,1 sec.). C, D: ‘ ‘staircas?” development of D.C. shift in response
to 8 clicks /eec.
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FIG. 3. Sustaiwd potential shift in response to white noise. Same conditions as in Pig. 1.
Note that regularization and acceleration of background rhythm ceasea with end of sound.
Two arrows to left indicate duration of auditory stimulation; arrow tu right marks return of D.C. level to baseline.
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to be a certain repetition ra~ of clic~::w~lch resrdted in thedevelopment of a
shift. The re~tition rate tbhold~~i.e.,
the minimal rate at wtich shifts
developed) was determined in 12 animab. The mean was 11.5 clicks/see.
with a standard deviation of 3.8 over a range of 5 to 19 clicks/see{; In determining these values the threshold was taken as the number of @icks/sec.
which reliably produced a surface-negative shift. In these cases th~ shift was
not abrupt but arose slowly, as if each click built upon the effect of$he previous one. Tkis “staircase” eflect is Wustrated in Fig. 2D.
:;,
:Z
Conditions influencing responsiveness
; .

~

wide
(15)
tiofi
~
TM
a+
eld

K6h

Habituation. If the sounds used to atimdate the cat were r~peated at
short intervah, more often than once each minute, the shifts we have been
d~ri~ing became smder or did not appear. However, af~r a rest of a few
minutes, the shtits were again ekited in fdl strength. If ordy ow type of
sthndus’@d been used for a w*,
e.g., pure to-,’ ii @ten became difficdt to
obtain @@;
If, howemr, a Wemnt ty~ ~ @und was made, ~.g., white
noise ~~h,
tb,swem ~
dga~, ~
w hour or mom iw~w~h the
various .~~
of sounds wem pr~qted ovti and over again, shifti mi@$,not
appear &znse
to any of them. However, if keys were jangled$ a musical
instrument sounded or some other nov~l noise pr~nted, again $htits were
recorded.
Anestiia.
The slow shifts we have been d~ibing
were seen~beat when
the @nud was at a very tight level of anm~ia.
Behaviody,
th~ cab were
capable of pricking up tbir ears to an unexpected sound, of ;.’ urposefd
struggle rather than a simple withdrawal reflex to pain. They .&:a::h:::
4
than the level characterized by spontaneous drifting eye motl
animal’s eyes wodd often follow the experimenter’s movements. #lsctrically,
the spontaneous electrical activity of the middle ectosylvian gyr~’ was in the
range of 20–30 C.)SSC.,75–125 NV. peak to peak (on the dura);: not infrequently superimposed on a very slow, 0.3--0.75 c./sec. low-voltagd (50 wV. on
the dura) rhythm. The EEG activity of a nonauditory area, monitored on the
dura overlying the lateral gyrus was slower; 15-20 c./sec., 50--75 pV. activity
was dominant with occasional runs of 3-5 c./sec. activity about 100 NV. peak
to peak.
As anesthesia was deepened the shifts to sound decreased in ‘amplitude,
decayed rapidly and disappeared. Pari passu the background EEG became
slower and of higher voltage. At yet a deeper level even the regularization
and acceleration- of the ectosylvian rhythm to continuous sounds became
inconstant and disappeared and the beginning of barbiturate spindes was
noted.
Temperature. Best results were obtained with a temperatu,
measured
at the outer surface of the dura, of 38 38.5°C. Temperatures @low 37°C.
were usually associated with a slower EEG, indicative of deepef anesthesia
and few or no shifts.
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tion in th~.form of the D.C. response h continuous sounds. lt may be that an

early retb to the *fine
is a S* of “fi*’
or of ‘(a~mdat~n,”
The abaenm of an abrupt *’&n
in Mrne & the~k
@ddwa%that
~b
active co~ical region initmy was some dtince
May frod the ‘tirding
electrode,pndthat as time passed activity ako arose‘under the electrode.
Kohleret~1. (15, p. 11) origina~y proposed this explanation and outlined a
possible u~derlying mechanhm.
In th#ew observations in which the shift persisted for a long time after
the end o! the sound it appeared as if the shift was not asaociabd with the
sound per ~e, but with a more general arousal. Such responses were seen under
conditio~: when shifts to sound were hard to obtain, but at a level of anesthesia wh~re arousal was possible. Such shifts have been studied in =ponse
to stimdd.tion of the sciatic nerve (1, 19), thalamic (4, 9), sub-cortical (10)
and reticdar structures (1, 4, 19).
The degree of habituation which the shifts to sound manifest is quite
striking. $uch behavior seems to be typical of the sensory portions of the
nervous systim, at least in awake or lightly aneathetid animak. Whitfield
(20, p. 39; 21, p. 38) describes such behavior in the activity of the auditory
cortex in unanesthetimd intact cats. Bremer’s studies of the auditory cortex
of enctphale isol~ preparations (3) also revealed such behavior. Similar habituation has been seen in the cochlear nucleus by Galambos et al. (6) and by
Hern6ndez-Pe6n et ai, (12).
Shifts associated with repeated clicb. The experiments described here,
showing that the repetition rate threshold for a shift to clicks is between 5
and 19 se~., and the c“staircase” form which such a shift assumes, are strikingly similar to those reported by Goldring et al. (9–11 ) in their investigations
of the negative potentiak and shifts associated with thalamic stimdation
and direct cortical shocks.
Neural nature of shifb. Although definite proof is lacking, it is probable
that the *ifts are of neural origin. The investigations of similar phenomena
by Goldripg et al. (8- 11, 19), Brookhart et al. (4) and Arduini et al. (1) have
clearly shown that the nervous system is capable of generating such potential
changes. The fact that the shifts to auditory stimulation can be observed in
paralyzed cat, enc&phaZeisolt preparation and enucleated cat (15), effectively
Aes out peculiarities of anesthesia, eye movements or other movement artifacts as the source. Although it is possible that quite localized changes in
blood flow might be associated with these shifts, the question of which is
cause and which effect would still be unanswered.
It is tempting to speculate on the relationship of the shifti to four important areas of neurophysiological interest: (i) the electrophysiological ques-
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tions of dimle source and wtin~ial distribution;
functionin~ of central audit;ry ~chanisms & ~; (iii) the ~lation to the
nature of the auditory stimulti and behavioral aspecti of the $$imdus situation; and (iv) the relation to arousal activity, EEG activatio~and the functioning of the reticdar formation. At present, however, kn~wledge about
these shifti is so limitid that such speculation is deferred until more facte
are at hand.

1

1!

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
1. During stimdation by continuous sounds of from 1 to 10 sec. duration,
D.C. shifts were recorded from the dura overlying the middle ectosylvian
cortex of the cat. The shifts were surface-negative referred to the frontal
periostium, the cut pdge of the skin of the neck, or the dura overlying nonauditory cortex. The magnitude of the shift was ordinarily about lW PV.
2. There was much variation in ~ temporal characte~ttm of the shifts.
meat
was usudy abrupt@~t,f&wntiy
mm gradual. The s@~t of~n
paurt$flthe sound e~d? :M%$~t inftiquentiy it wea~eped or disap~red
somewhat earlier. ~Y,
@ M$ xmw
t~r ~~
~onds af~r
the eti of the Bound.
‘‘
!
3. Single cticks did not produce a shift but rapidly repea \ clicks did. At
repetition rates of from 5 to 19 clicks/see. the gradual develo’
T ment of a shift
was seen.
$
4. The shifts were ordinarily accompanied by a regdadzation and acceleration of the spontaneous cortical activity. Although the two types of response showed remarkable similarities in behavior, they wde not precisely
correlated.
5. The shifb cotid be recorded only when the cortex was warm and moist
and when the cat was almost awake. The proper conditions were described in
detd and a method by which the shifts can be reliably obtained was described.
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